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ViconNet Version 6.6 (Build 21) 

General Description 

Vicon is releasing ViconNet version 6.6 (build 21) for ViconNet version 6-based systems. 

This updated version fixes problems reported from the field and testing, and improves overall system 

performance and stability. ViconNet 6.6 (build 21) includes “Drivers 933” covered in a separate release 

note. 

This version also includes a few new features to improve the overall support of I-Onyx and 3rd party 

cameras within the ViconNet system. 

This version is backwards compatible with ViconNet 4.x, 5.x and 6.x. 

Important notes:  

1. The installation / upgrade process takes a while and includes several computer restarts. 

Vicon Production 

The new version of ViconNet is now in production and will be installed on any system going forward. The 

software for existing users will be made publicly available online.  

Field Installation 

The installation of ViconNet 6.6 on existing ViconNet 6.x systems does not require any re-licensing of the 

software and is expected to provide a solution to the list of issues detailed below.  

Following the controlled release period, users who wish to update their existing systems may download 

the new installation from the Vicon website (Support - Technical Support - Software Downloads) or order 

a CD/DVD through the sales channel. 

The upgrade from ViconNet 6 should be done according to the installation instructions and maintains all 

system settings and configuration. 

Users may choose to run with the current version if they feel comfortable with it after reading the solved 

issues list and establishing there are no advantages in this version. 

Like before, a system that has version 6.6 installed on any device should upgrade the Nucleus to version 

6.6 even if some devices are still running an older version (Nucleus should always run the latest version). 
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New Features 

New 3 level registration – JUMP, ZONE, PEAK 

Version 6.6 offers an updated licensing option to allow selling ViconNet is 3 different levels of software 

while maintaining the full features of the software: 

ViconNet JUMP – free 6 camera (Vicon’s or 3rd party) stand-alone NVR  

ViconNet ZONE – Low cost 16 or 24 camera (3rd party license required for non Vicon cameras) stand-

alone NVR 

ViconNet PEAK – Like the current ViconNet NVR for multi-NVR enterprise systems 

For all details on the 3 tiers and options please refer to the 6.6 sales alert published by Vicon 

Improved quick playback support for Kollector as encoder 

When a Kollector is being used as an encoder and recorded by an NVR, it is no longer required to have 

auto-record set on the Kollector in order to perform quick playback. 

Multiple languages support for the web viewer 

The web viewer now offers multiple languages that can be selected “on-the-flight”. This requires the web 

server (either on the Nucleus or stand-alone server) to be running ViconNet 6.6. 

Solved Issues 

Using multicast with Vivotek may lead to NVR crash 

Issue when using Vivotek or Vicon’s 980 cameras in multicast causing NVR to crash was corrected. 

User access to 3rd party setup leading to crash 

When two users accessed the Nucleus 3rd party configuration screen at the same time, one would crash. 

Time stamp error on Vivotek 

Rarely the time stamp from a Vivotek camera in H.264 would shift forward 

IQeye camera support issues 

Corrected cash followed by IQeye cameras disconnect. Delayed start of video from these cameras. 

Web viewer 

Forward speed when playing back some IP cameras was too fast. Using the HD PTZ in a quad mode 

displayed the wrong aspect ratio. 
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Sony cameras issues 

When viewing Sony using MPEG4 and 1FPS setting, video did not display 

960 camera support 

Corrected issue leading to high CPU usage when working in MPJEG mode. Audio recording causing an 

false RVS error message (but no real issue). 

H.264 encoder issues 

When using Multicast ASM settings on encoders, same channel (example camera 1) from two different 

encoders could not be displayed at the same time. 

Known Issues 

This version only fixes the issues listed above and is otherwise identical to ViconNet version 6.5. 

IQeye camera issues 

Cameras set to MPJEG might not start video on the first time they are accessed. Multicast with H.264 

causes streams to disconnect. When playing back these cameras, clicking pause might show a gray 

frame. 

Macro runs beyond set duration 

Short duration macros for multiple cameras (~20) might fail to stop running and show 100% on the 

macro list. 

Video export from 3MP cameras and higher 

Video export of recordings made by 3MP and higher cameras at H.264 will work to AVI but not MPEG4 / 

Xvid 

Axis camera issues 

Axis camera using MPEG compression creates a wrong time stamp. 

H.264 encoder issues 

When displaying cameras from the H.264 encoder using a display macro that starts and stops (not 

continues) the video display might stop completely after a few days. 

Museum search 

If a museum search has no results the search appears to keep running and the user needs to click “stop 

search” to end it. 
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3rd party authorization  

When using the “apply to all” button, occasionally the settings to do get applied as expected and need to 

be re applied. 

Arecont camera issues 

When using in Multicast, must have a different port number per camera. Using the panoramic cameras, 

the fps will drop when resolution changes on the camera. 

Availability  

The ViconNet 6.6 (build 21) software is being released to production on June 10th been released to 

production. 


